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Name/Initial Design Project 
Objective:  Create a symmetrical design with the letters of your name. 

Standards: Artistic Perception 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 

                   Creative Expresssion 2.1,2.4 

Materials: Pencil, eraser, carbon paper, straight edge scissors, black sharpie, 

colored pencils and markers. 

Resources: Student and teacher examples. 

 

Directions: 

1.   Listen to teacher introduce project and show examples. 

2.   Use the templates to sketch your name in the triangles. 

3.   You must use at least 3 letters.  Anything extra such as more letters and 

or characters can lead to a higher grade.  Be creative, neat and original. 

4.   Your letters/characters must cover the entire triangle.  Make sure most or 

all run off the triangle, this will be the difference between an A/B or C/D 

5.   Get approval from teacher moving on to final. 

6. Decide on a good color combo, your favorite colors may not get you an  

            A/B. (color harmonies can help-cool/warm, primary, secondary, etc.) 

7.        Follow teacher demonstration on how to cut and fold your paper. 

8.        Use a pencil to draw your approved design, be neat and ask teacher for  

           help when confused. 

9.        Follow teacher demonstration on how to copy your name design using 

           carbon paper only. Do not try to copy free hand! 

10.      Use a black sharpie to go over your pencil name design; this is where you  

           correct any errors. Remember to make sure all triangles are exactly the  

           same. Four will be a reflection of the Four original designs. This process is  

           what creates the symmetrical design. 

11.      Clean your paper with eraser, try not to smear the design. 

12.      After teacher approval, make a copy and color with your choice of colored  

          markers or pencils. Turn in for a grade, Good Luck! 
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Letter should run off the edge. 

Create your own design in any 

direction. 

Use thick interesting letters with 

bold lines. 

Remember you are only designing ONE of the right 

triangles in the square! You will trace the other 

SEVEN. 


